Tijarix Inc
Construction Equipment & Supplies

Acro Building Systems roofing brackets, guardrail systems, ladders,
asphalt tools, spud bars, scraper bars and scaffold brackets
Acro Building Systems is one of the fastest growing suppliers of roofing tools and
equipment. They have become a leading manufacturer of fixed and adjustable roofing
brackets, roofing guardrail systems, ladder equipment, asphalt tools, spud bars, scraper
bars and scaffold brackets . Acro Building Systems high-quality safety products are
known around the country and are used everyday for commercial and residential roofing
jobs. They are dedicated to supplying customers with safe and efficient OSHA compliant
products.

Advanced Concrete Tools Weber Black Beauty & Silver Beauty
Vibrating Concrete Portable Screed
Advanced Concrete Tools manufactures the very popular Weber Black Beauty screed, the
Silver Beauty portable Vibrating Wet concrete Screeds and other quality equipment to the
concrete industry. Products include vibrating concrete screeds, portable hand screeds, gas
powered core drills, and concrete bomb, a release agent for concrete to prevent concrete
buildup on all types of concrete tools. These machines are perfect for concrete pad sizes
up to 16 feet in width.

AGL Laser Levels Rotary Levels and Transits
In 1964 the founders of AGL Laser Levels developed and successfully used the first pipe
laser and started the construction laser industry. From this beginning AGL Lasers has
continued to develop and market a wide range of laser and machine control systems that
encompasses a wide range of applications gravity flow pipelines, all phases of building
construction, grading for site preparation, roads and agriculture land leveling plus
controls for paving and reconstruction of streets. AGL has been focused from the
beginning in supplying construction companies with precision laser levels.

Airplaco Grout Pumps Mud Jacks for Pumping Grout
Airplaco manufactures grout pumps, slabjack and mudjack pumps, shotcrete pumps,
concrete pumps, mobile batch plants, gunite equipment, finishing tools, nozzles, hose and
clamps, pool building equipment accessories and other construction equipment. With
over 60 years of quality product design, manufacturing, and service experience, Airplaco
accommodates customer needs worldwide. Airplaco equipment is manufactured at the
Cincinnati, Ohio facility.
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All Seasons Equipment Roofing Tar Draw Kettle or Pump Kettle in
Single & Double Burners
All Seasons Equipment is a manufacturer of roofing & Construction Equipment. They
have been successfully manufacturing roofing and construction equipment since 1975.
All Seasons is proud of their excellent reputation when it comes to well engineered,
reliable built machinery, offering top quality and the performance you come to expect.
They are most known for their well designed roofing tar kettles. Offered in either a
pumper or draw kettle style, there are many models to choose from. Even oil jacketed tar
kettles are available.

American Brick Saw Americutter Brick & Block Saws
The American Brick Saw Company manufactures superior bricks and block saws for the
brick paving and masonry contractors. Combining existing product knowledge and
installation experience, the Americutter block saw line was created. The Ameri cutter
masonry saw is the most efficient and durable block and brick cutter in the industry. They
are complimented by a complete line of accessory products that include complete saw
stands, utility carts and a diamond blade.

Americ Corporation Portable Plastic Air Ventilators in Electric or
12 Volt DC
The Americ ventilator corporation was established in 1980 as a wholly owned subsidiary
of a large equipment rental company in Japan. Americ has been sourcing air ventilators in
both the American and European markets. Some of the equipment sourced includes:
Aerial Work Platforms, Industrial Vacuum Cleaners, Flood light fixtures, Concrete
Plainer and Railroad maintenance equipment. They initiated manufacturing operations for
the VAF series line of portable ventilators. It was during this time that AMERIC
launched the first Plastic Portable Air Ventilator. It was AMERIC's innovative design
that reduced maintenance and service costs when compared to the metal housing product,
which could be easily damaged.

Amida Industries
Amida Industries offers a complete line of both light towers and highway safety arrow
boards and message boards. Made in the USA, Amida is a name you can trust for both
quality and durability.
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Arrow Master Concrete Truss Screeds, Power Trowels, Plate
Compactors
Arrow Master is a manufacturer of direct drive concrete power trowels, concrete truss
screeds and plate compactors. Made in the USA, these construction tools are some of the
best in the industry. Arrow Master's proven gear driven technology on their power trowel
ensures long machine life and durability. With concrete truss screeds spans up to 80 feet
long, there are many options to choose from. Keep in mind that the special design of the
compactor plate allows for quick and easy movement over soil and brick pavers.

Bartell Concrete Scarifier Power Trowel Plate Compactors
Bartell is a long time manufacturer of concrete power trowels, cement scarifiers and plate
compactors. They offer a wide selection of these construction tools in many different
sizes. Bartell trowels are available from 30 to 46 inch in size with Honda engines. They
even make a full line of ride on power trowels to choose from.

BC Rebar Machines
BC Rebar Machines is a worldwide company that offer some of the finest rebar
equipment available on the market today. Factory direct, BC rebar tools offer a complete
line of both rebar cutters and electric rebar benders.

Belle Group Cement Mixer, Concrete Mixer, Plate Compactor
Belle Group has been providing a wide range of construction equipment for the private
and professional user since the 1950s. Belle has been developing and manufacturing
tough, durable construction equipment like cement mixers, paver splitters, plate
compactors and tampers for the DIY and professional builder, making it the first choice
for utilities, local authorities, construction companies and plant hire businesses. The Belle
Group is a Virginia based company in the US. Their machines are made of the highest
quality under the strictest test. Belle plate compactors are available with Honda engines.
Their plate widths span up to 24 inches in diameter. They have designed a light weight
easy to transport paver splitter. This unit can easily split 3 inch pavers giving you that
rough natural look most contactors look for. A Belle concrete mixer is a very popular
machine. Available in either an electric cement mixer or gas cement mixer, these mixers
are built contractor tough. Bell even has a line of vibratory rollers. Double drum rollers
are strong machines with a tough job. Asphalt will come out smooth and properly
finished each time you use on the there machines.
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Benner Nawman Rebar Cutter and Rebar Bender
Benner Nawman BN Tools is a rebar tool manufacturer you know and trust. Benner
Nawman makes rebar cutters, rebar benders and rebar cutter bender combination
machines. They make high quality tools at a great price. A rebar cutter is a machine the
uses two hardened steel jaw sets to shear a piece of rebar in half. By the jaws squeezing
together it snaps the rebar apart in seconds. A rebar bender is used with a hydraulic pump
that pushes the rebar around a cylindrical pivot to create a rolled bend in the bar. Benner
Nawman has been in the industry from many years. A rebar bender combination machine
is the best of both worlds having both machines in one. BN Tools makes both portable
and non portable rebar tools.

Bil-Jax Scaffolding, Drywall Carts and Lifts & Scaffold
The Bil-Jax scaffolding company has grown to become North America's No. 1
manufacturer of scaffolding, drywall carts lifts, and related products. Today, the Biljax
line of over 6000 different finished products is the most comprehensive in the industry.
Bil-Jax is proud to have over 200 employees working in more than 325,000 square feet of
manufacturing space. They continue to be the leading supplier of engineered drywall lifts,
jacks, carts and related products to the construction industry. You get more than strong,
durable products; you also get superior value in the form of safety training, engineering
expertise and great customer service.

BlockShear Block Splitter Paver Brick Splitting
Blockshear is a manufacturer of portable hydraulic splitting tools for splitting masonry
materials like blocks, brick pavers and even cast stone. Their line of block splitters is
designed for the masonry and landscaping trades that provide on site precise split face
cuts of masonry blocks and brick. Packed with power, it only takes a few seconds to get
that perfect natural split of your paver or retaining wall block.

Bon Tool Co. Paver Block Brick Splitter Cutters
Bon Tool Co. is a manufacturer of professional grade paver brick splitters and block
splitters for the construction and landscaping industry. They were established in 1958.
Bon Tool Co. is a leader in the trowel trades by providing high quality, long-lasting tools
at great prices. You can find a full selection of small brick paver cutters all the way up to
the large retaining block wall splitters in their selection of products.
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Buffalo Tools Tile Saws Scaffolding and Drywall Carts
At Buffalo Tools the two founders of the company started the business operation in the
late 1950's and are considered “Pioneers” of the import industry. They were very
aggressive in the selection of items and their commitment to purchase large quantities in
order to offer the lowest prices. In the last decade, BUFFALO TOOLS made many
changes to its product mix, upgraded the quality of its products and improved the look of
its brand name packaging that is currently featured. Throughout the years, BUFFALO
TOOL has adjusted to the changes that have taken place in its industry. In doing so,
BUFFALO TOOLS has been able to supply to all of the major co-op, a wide variety of
retailers, wholesalers and also automotive & industrial accounts.

Bunyan Striker Concrete Roller Screed
Bunyan Strikers concrete roller screeds use friction to cut grade, an alternative to regular
vibratory screeds. Strikers are used in two functions. As a placement tool, cut grade
during the delivery. The spinning tube strikes against the aggregate, causing it to peel
forward into the delivery area. This brings excess concrete forward and provides the
delivery team with a visual reference for elevation. The spinning tube carries itself back
to allow more delivery. As a concrete screed, the final pass cuts a small roll of material
over the surface to the final elevation. If it’s not perfect, let the Striker run back for
another cut.

BW Manufacturing Concrete Scarifiers, Shot Blasters, Walk Behind
and Ride On
Since 1996 B W Manufacturing, Inc. has been producing top-quality surface preparation
equipment. They offer a very large range of concrete grinding, and shot blasting
equipment and service that meets with today's advanced technology, along with our
commitment to quality and customer satisfaction. They offer a broad line of surface
preparation equipment and parts to meet customer needs.

Canoga Concrete Cement Mixers
Canoga concrete mixers are made with precision and the highest quality. Some might say
over engineered, the all steel construction of a Canoga cement mixer cannot be beat.
Many different styles are available both in portable and tow style mixers.
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Cantherm Forced Air Heaters
Cantherm brand forced air heaters are some of the best in the industry. Packed with
power, these oil and propane fired heaters are the ones to have at your job site. These
construction heaters can be easily vented out when cleaner burning heat is needed.

Checkpoint laser levels and Hand Level
Checkpoint laser levels by Precision Designed Products are a great tool to have with you
on many job sites. Their style of ruggedly built portable hand levels and laser levels are
the best in the industry. Check Point lasers offer a full line of models to choose from
including the 880, Ultra, and Mega Mag levels.

ChemGrout Grout Pumps for Grouting and Pumping Grouts of all
Types
The ChemGrout grout pump company started in 1963 as grouting contractors providing
cement and chemical grouting field services. This field experience enabled Chem Grout
to understand the needs of contractors and recommend the proper equipment for your
applications. ChemGrout grouting pumps was originally designed for its own use. That is
why the units are engineered and constructed for rugged heavy field use, portability and
very low maintenance. The concepts of grout mixer-pump balance, user-friendly
operation and easy maintenance are emphasized in the design of the grout systems. Each
Chem Grout pump unit is designed for perfection of grout delivery. Complete grouting
units are always designed to allow the user continuous, non-stop grouting capability at
published pumping rates for the unit. That is, the mixing tank is large and fast enough,
and the storage hopper has a large enough capacity to keep the pump fed without
interruption.

Cimline Pavement Routers Crack Saw and Diaphragm Sprayers
Cimline is the manufacturer to think of when it comes to a full line of pavement crack
routers, crack saws, diaphragm power sprayers and even asphalt equipment of all types.
Based out of Arizona, Cimline Manufacturing has been making a large variety of road
construction tools for many years.
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Cleform Gilson Concrete Cement Mixers and Mortar Mixer
Cleform Gilson Concrete and Mortar Mixers have been making some of the finest mixers
in the industry for over 20 years now. With their all steel construction design, you are
sure to have years and years of trouble free service from a Gilson brand mixer. The
manufacturer cement mixers and a mortar mixer in both portable and tow style designs
for all types of users.

Con Mat Supply Concrete Screed and Soil Plate Compactor
Con-Mat Supply is a manufacturer that is committed to developing the most innovative
concrete screed and soil compactor construction products on the market. The ED 110
Comp Screed is a combination concrete screeding machine and vibratory plate compactor
all in one machine. The Con Mat Supply machine was designed to give the concrete
contractor more versatility from one machine; it saves both time and money on the job
site.

Contie Manufacturing Rebar Tying Rebar Speed Clips to Tie
Rebar’s
Contie Manufacturing knows that tie wire can break from being tied too tight, or fail to
hold from being tied too loose. There is a fine line between too tight or too loose.
Workers have to be trained to tie rebar with just the right amount of tension. Contie's goal
is to provide a system for tying rebar that is fast, secure, and efficient every time a
connection is made. Con-Tie, Inc. has found the solution that will revolutionize the rebar
industry. The Speed-Clip rebar tie system will help alleviate most common problems
associated with traditional wire tying. A worker need only bend down for a second or two
when making the connection. There are no tools needed, and the joint is secure. The
CON-TIE Speed-Clip will become the concrete industry’s standard for connecting rebar.
We know you will like how fast and easy it will be tying your rebar!

Core Bore Diamond Core Bits and Drills
Core Bore core drills and core bits are the name to know and trust for all of your concrete
drilling needs. These tools are field tested to be the best in the industry when it comes to
core drilling.
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Core Cut Diamond Products Concrete Saws & Diamond Blades
Core Cut by Diamond Products is the manufacturer of quality diamond blades and
concrete saws in the USA. Based out of Ohio, Core Cut saws are the top of the line
concrete saw found on most road sawing job throughout the country. Available in gas,
electric or diesel, core cut saws are the name to know and trust. You can always count on
their diamond blades as well.

Crown Construction Equipment Mortar mixer, Cement Mixer,
Concrete Screed
Crown Construction Equipment manufacture is a full line of contractor Mortar mixers,
Concrete Mixers, Concrete Screeds, and Concrete Buggies. Crown also makes Mobile
Glycol Heaters designed for quick ground thawing and concrete curing applications on
your jobsite. Crown started with a simple philosophy to build quality products at a
competitive price. Crown has grown by leaps and bounds by providing superior customer
support, introducing new product lines and always working to improve their existing
product lines. A Crown concrete mixer comes completely assembled with a 2 year
warranty on parts and labor, not to mention a lifetime on the mixer bearings. You can
find that our selection of Crown mortar mixers range in sizes from 4 cubic feet up to a
large hydraulic mortar mixer in the 16 cubic foot size drum. Crown cement mixers and
concrete mixers are built to the finest standards in the industry. Concrete buggies are put
through the toughest conditions. These buggy’s carry large loads of concrete and other
materials around your site getting your job done faster.

CST Berger Laser Level, Transits, and Plam Lasers
CST Berger laser levels are the world's leading manufacturer of quality surveying,
construction equipment and supplies. Vertically integrated with more than 300 employees
in five plants worldwide, CST Berger offers you a diverse range of over 1,000 products
including, all manufactured and marketed to provide the highest quality at the most
competitive prices possible on their large selection of laser level products and tools. CST
Berger is committed to bringing you superior products and service on all their products.
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Curb Appeal Landscape Concrete Curbing Machine
Curb Appeal Landscape curbing machines are one of the most popular in the concrete
curbing industry. They offer a complete line of concrete curb accessories and tools to
choose from and their design of cement curb machine is packed with great features for
your next project.

Curb-Tec Industrial Concrete Curbing Machines
At Curb-Tec Industrial Curbing Machines they know that over the years people have
experienced problems with small curb machines. Now you can solve those problems with
the best small extrusion type curb machine in the world from Curb-Tec Manufacturing.
Curb Machines, Manufactured for large concrete curbing applications. Introducing the all
new Curb-Tec Inc CT-3000, a small extrusion type curb machine that will revolutionize
the curbing industry. The CT-3000 curb machine has features no other small machine can
compare with. This machine can pour a flawless 16 inch radius as well as fill a trench and
form the curb at the same time!

D Cut Products Tile Saws and Brick Paver Block Saws
D Cut Products is a Chicago based manufacturer that is breaking that mold. With this
new century, D Cut has taken on the challenge of creating new and innovative tile saws
and block saws, which will accomplish the tasks necessary, faster and easier. D Cut’s
design team took a look at what was being offered in the industry and declared, they can
do better. This coming year, D Cut will reveal incredible new tools and equipment. D Cut
Products has made it their mission to create equipment to meet the needs of both the
home and construction worker, making their job easier and more efficient. Their goal is
to create new innovative professional tile wet saws that require less set up and are easier
to maintain.

Dee Concrete Steel Concrete Curb Forms and Steel Stakes
Dee Concrete forms and accessories produces high quality engineered, steel long-lasting,
concrete flatwork forms, curb and gutter forms, curb forms, and many custom steel
concrete forms. Since 1956 Dee Concrete has been expanding their line of concrete and
curb forms to cover all aspects of concrete curb forming.
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Desco Manufacturing Edge Grinders, Concrete Grinding and
Scarifiers
Desco Manufacturing takes pride in manufacturing the highest quality surface preparation
grinding equipment on the market today. Desco tools are designed to be tough while
providing superior performance and maximum productivity. Prior to shipment, all Desco
Manufacturing products will have undergone numerous quality check points insuring the
product integrity and performance their customers have grown to expect. Some of their
most recent developments include the Desco Crack Tracker with its patent pending Crack
Chaser. This latest development provides a unique way of cleaning cracks and was voted
one of the Top Ten Products of the Year by Concrete Repair Digest.

Diamond Tech Laser Band Saw Models 7000 & 5000 for Tile
The Diamond Tech manufacturing company is a leader in the tile tool industry for over
twenty five years and has designed their diamond laser band saws specifically for the
needs of specialty tile installers as well as glass and craft work. The Diamond Tech
DL5000 and DL7000 Tile and diamond stone band saws are a one of a kind tile saw that
is perfect for those special cut that need to be made. There are no other diamond band
saws like these on the market. With the DL5000 tile saw you can create cuts only
possible before on a $100,000 Waterjet. These band saws provide tight and complex
radius cuts, (as tight as 1/2 inch radius) and effectively cuts all types of stone, porcelain,
glass and ceramic tile up to 3/4 inch thick.
For fabricators and installers looking for a big saw for big jobs, the DL7000 is their
diamond saw of choice. Designed for the shop and job site setting, this wet band saw
slices through marble, granite and tile up to 1 1/2 inch thick.

Diteq Concrete Saws Core Drills Diamond Blades & Core Bits
The Diteq concrete saw and diamond Blade Corporation is a manufacturer of the high
quality diamond tools and equipment. Diteq's business philosophy is to provide you with
the highest quality core drills and concrete saw machines at everyday low prices. You
will find performance and value that you can drop straight to your bottom line with
confidence. Beyond outstanding quality you will notice one more thing about dealing
with DITEQ that they are the ones to think of for all you concrete tool and equipment
needs.
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DoorJak Door Lift Installation Tool for Lifting Doors
DoorJak is the premier line of door installation cart in the USA. They manufacture and
design 2 different types of door lifters for both light and heavy applications. These door
carts are BIG money savers basically eliminating the need for additional labor resources
on the job site. DoorJak is the name to know and the brand to trust.

Dual Manufacturing Manual Heavy Duty Rebar Cutter Benders
Introducing the new heavy duty Dual rebars cutter & bender, a hand tool that is
manufactured in two very easy to operate sizes. This tool was invented and designed by a
contractor who was tired of running out of material due to shortages, poor fabrications
and many other things that happen on the job site. With the Dual brand rebar cutter and
rebar bender, there is no need to put off that job for a day or even over the weekend when
it could already be poured and start curing. Both models are capable of bending 90 degree
or more angles, and both tools are able to be used as even a cable cutter by simply
replacing the rebar blade with the cable blades. Cable blades are available upon request.
The 345-R and the 1056-R have been said by contractors to have lasted for twenty years
with only the replacement of their low cost replacement cutter blades. They are simple to
operate, easily portable, and very durable. They are also the most economical, one use,
manual rebar cutter benders that will save you money!

Dynapac Tamper Rammer, Roller, and Vibratory Plate Compactor
Dynapac compaction equipment offers planers and a full range of pavers, vibratory
rollers and static rollers, trench rollers and duplex rollers, vibratory plates, rammers and
concrete equipment or all types. They basically cover the entire compaction and paving
field from top to bottom with the customers needs in mind. Whether you are backfilling a
trench, building a new highway, resurfacing a street or laying a new bridge deck, they can
help you get to the bottom of things by ensuring that you use the very best equipment on
top.
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EDCO Inc Concrete Floor Grinder Scarifier Scabbler Edge Grinders
& Concrete Saws
EDCO Inc offers a full line of concrete grinding and surface preparation equipment for
every step of your cement resurfacing jobs. Easily take up linoleum, ceramic, carpet and
vinyl tile. With a concrete floor grinder you can clean the surface by removing carpet
backing and coatings such as tile adhesives or mastics, epoxies, urethanes and thermo
plastic paints from concrete, asphalt, masonry or steel. Remove deteriorated and damaged
concrete to create a desirable surface texture. EDCO builds high quality grinding and saw
products that require little maintenance and save you time and money. Your satisfaction
is their sole objective. EDCO equipment is built in the USA and has provided contractors
with solutions to resurfacing problems since 1959.

Edgemaster Landscape Concrete Curb Machine
Edgemaster landscape curb machines are the most versatile concrete curbing machines
available on the market. Packaged with over 30 tools and accessories, the Edgemaster
concrete curb package is the on needed when setting up a professional curb installation
company.

Essex Silver Line Hardwood Floor Sander and Polisher
The Essex Silver-Line Corporation has been manufacturing quality hardwood floor
sanders and polishers since 1958 with one goal in mind to manufacture the worlds finest
floor sanders. Today Essex Silver Line sanders are known world wide as the leader in
floor sanding machines. Each Silver-Line machine is not only hand built by skilled
craftsmen with an eye for detail but also tested and packed in the USA to assure quality
and top performance. Essex Silver-Line has a product for all of your hardwood flooring
needs. The professional line designed with the professional hardwood floor contractor in
mind.
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Eze Bend Rebar Cutters, Rebar Pull Benders
Eze Bend brand rebar cutters are like no other brand available on the market. Sometimes,
rebar is cast in place. The cement dries, and there you have it, rebar sticking out of your
pour that needs cutting. The EZE Bend Rebar System can solve this problem. The Pull
Rebar Bender and the Rebar Cutter offer a unique solution. The operating heads rotate to
any angle; they are lightweight and provide safe, single-handed operation. With the touch
of a button, cast-in-place rebar can be bent using the Pull bender within 4 inches of the
concrete, and up to 135 degrees. The Cutter can cut within 2 inches of the concrete
making this unlike any other models on the market.

Felker Tile Saw, Wet Saw, Tile Cutter, Diamond Blade Felker Saw
Felker saws are a huge name in the tile saw and diamond blade industry. Felker has
always been an industrial leader in tile saws, tile cutters and masonry saws as well as
diamond blades. Products such as the Tile Master Tile Saw and the Pavermate Masonry
saw, along with all other Felker blades and equipment has contributed to Felker's success.
Felker is a division of Electrolux Products in North America. Felker's corporate office is
in Olathe, Kansas, with 2 manufacturing facilities in the United States to help in product
distribution. In this category you can see some pf our popular felker products like the
Felker Tile Master, the Felker TM-75 wet saw and the Rubi tile cutters.

Fireball Rotary Blade Grinder
Fireball brand rotary blade grinders are industrial grade and built to last. You will find the
fireball rotary blade grinder at the professional rental lawn and garden shops across
America where production and high output is a must.

Gar Bro Manufacturing Cement Concrete Buckets
The GAR-BRO concrete bucket product line covers a wide range of equipment, light as
well as heavy, for many different types of cement placement applications. GAR-BRO
Manufacturing Concrete Buckets specifically designed for mass placement of concrete in
large construction projects such as hydroelectric projects and power houses have been
used all over the world and have become the standard by which all other cement bucket
brands are measured. Most of the major hydroelectric dams in North America where
large aggregate, low slump concrete, was placed using GAR-BRO buckets.
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Gemini Revolution Tile Wet Saw
The Gemini revolution ring saws for tile are truly one of a kind. Their patented
technology of being able to cut tile with a ring type diamond blade is very unique and
extremely helpful when trying to make extensive radius cuts on granite and marble tiles.

GeoProducts Concrete Wall Forms, Tube Forms and Square Column
Forms
Geoproducts is the manufacturer of state of the art plastic concrete wall forms, tube forms
and square column forms for concrete and cement. Base out of Italy, Geoproducts is the
leading manufacturer of concrete forms for specialty application.

Golz Concrete Core Drill for Concrete Drilling
Golz concrete core drills are the best heavy duty drills in the industry. Made in Europe,
the engineering designs are sure to give you years of trouble free service. Golz brand core
drills are the ones to look for when it comes to core drilling.

Hitachi Portable Rebar Bender Cutter for Rebar
Hitachi brand rebar bender cutters are a great addition to you job site. Very portable,
these rebar bender cutters will easily handle up to 5/8 inch rebar in volume. With a touch
of a button on the Hitachi rebar tool you can make quick work of even the hardest rebar
jobs.

HIT Tools Rebar Bender and Rebar Cutter Manual & Electric
HIT Tools manufacturer has been making rebar Tools in Japan since a half century ago.
At the beginning, HIT only manufactured Adjustable Wrenches and Bolt Cutters. Today
HIT rebar equipment carries over 1,350 items of Hands Tools and is one of the world's
leading manufacturers of professional-quality rebar Cutters, Rebar benders and other
rebar Tools. It's not just a Cutter, it's HIT. Because HIT cuts faster and more durable
when having to cut rebar on your jobsite. If HIT tools are known for something, it is
quality. The HIT name on the products represents the manufacturer's promise that every
rebar cutter or rebar bender is made to the highest possible standards, and exceeds
Federal Specifications. Today HIT tools OEM private labels for over 48 named brands of
rebar equipment around the world. Along with outstanding products and service, HIT
Tools maintains the most competitive pricing on the market.
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Husqvarna Concrete Demo Cut Off Saws
Husqvarna cut off saws is a world-leading manufacturer of forest, lawn and garden
products and also one of the oldest companies in the world. Founded in 1689, Husqvarna
is now a part of the Electrolux Group. Husqvarna concrete saw is one of the world’s
oldest industrial companies. They have years of experience in precision engineering and
manufacturing, combined with an innovative approach to research and development have
always put us in the forefront of our industry. Today, they are a world leader in forestry,
lawn and garden products.

ICS Best Way Blount Concrete Diamond Chainsaws
ICS diamond Chainsaw Company was founded in 1991 with the focused mission of
mainstreaming Diamond Chain Technology. ICS is one of five divisions of Blount
International Inc. with headquarters based in the state of Oregon. ICS sells construction
equipment and tools through multiple sales channels around the world. Their large
selection of concrete cutting diamond chainsaws is second to none with power options in
both gas and hydraulic models available.

Imer USA Cement Mixer, Mortar Mixers, Concrete Mix, Tile Saw
Imer USA is a manufacturer a lot of people may never heard of before, but should. The
Imer philosophy of machines is that of a European influence, quality, strength and
accuracy. They were originally based out of Italy, but now have to facilities here in the
US for over 15 years now. They have brought with them concrete mixers, tile saws,
mortar mixers, power trowels and concrete mixers that prove to be the best tolls the
construction industry has seen. Imer tools have a proven design method that will extend
the ownership life of your machine well after other brands you may have used in the past.
Imer tile saws come complete with full installer packages. Imer cement mixers include all
available features and there is no maintenance ever needed to be preformed. Imer mortar
mixers have created a whole new level of mortar mixing. Their vertical shaft design is the
best mixing design for mortar yet on the market. Imer is one to look for on a lot of
jobsites in their unique green and grey colored machines. All Imer mixers, saws and
trowels come with a 1 year parts and labor warranty.

Karl Dahm Tile cutters rail tile wet saws and grout tools
Karl Dahm is a maker of quality tile cutters, rail saws and grout clean up tools. They even
make specialty tile cutters too hard to make radius cuts on tile. Karl Dahm designs rail
saw up to 60 inches in length. Their large selection of grout clean up tools and sponges
makes tile jobs fast and easy. You can see the full selection of Karl Dahm grout clean up
tools and tile cutters here. We now offer both tile saws and rail saws by Karl Dahm.
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Kodi Klip Rebar Tie Clips
The Kodi Klip is a new and innovative way to connect and clip together rebar fast and
effectively. Made from very hard plastic, the Kodi Klip is an easy way to install and
connect rebar together.

Kor-It Core Drills for Concrete Core Drilling
The Kor-It concrete core drill company was established in 1957. KOR-IT Inc. has
maintained its status as an industry leader in the concrete cutting field. With the gasoline
powered K-401 and versatile K-102 as its foundation, KOR-IT has developed, in recent
years, a product line of bits, saw blades, and more than 30 core drill machine models and
accessories. KOR-IT owes this success to meeting customers' needs and offering
customer satisfaction. It's not unusual to find a seasoned customer still using the K-401
he purchased 35 years ago. Today KOR-IT core drilling products are used worldwide. In
addition to meeting satisfaction needs, KOR-IT Inc. also meets unique drilling
requirements. If you don't see it, but need it, they can build it.

Kraft Tools Brick Paver Splitters and Rebar Benders
Kraft Tools carries quality brick splitting tools and rebar benders. Available in many
different sizes, we offer a full selection of Kraft brick paver splitters to pick from. We
even feature a splitter for retaining wall blocks too.

KR Kenrich Grout Pumps for Door Jams and Voids
KR Kenrich grout pumps are the best portable style ones in the industry. Based on
diaphragm pump technology, they are both low cost and very powerful. Kenrich offers
manual and pneumatic powered grout pumps. Suggested hose length is up to 20 feet long
and maxing out at 10 foot height. Grout pumps by KR Kenrich are designed for filling
small voids in concrete or in door jams. They manufacture diaphragm grout pumps that
affordable, but packed with power for your next grouting job.

KRMC Concrete Scarifiers and Scarifier Cutters
The KRMC Manufacturing Company began as a grinding wheel dresser and carbide
cutter manufacturer, with a line of tools for restoring a grinding wheel to its original
condition. In the ensuing years, we were actually one of the pioneers in the development
and production of carbide and steel scarifier cutters, the original surface preparation tool.
The quality of their products and the dependability of their people have enabled them to
grow significantly.
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LAB Brewpro Products Hot Air Lances and Tools
Brewpro Products now offers the ultimate tool for crack preparation using hot
compressed air. The LAB Hot Air Lance uses compressed air and propane gas to provide
flame free hot air for the drying and cleaning of concrete and pavement joints or cracks
before crack sealing. Adjustable operating temperatures range from 600 to 3000 degrees,
the hot air lance is ideal for the removal of moisture that might be present in the depths of
the crack and stubborn debris that is embedded in the walls of the crack. There are 3
models are available to meet your requirements.

LB White Tent Heater and Construction Heater
L.B. White is the name to think of when looking for a propane, natural gas or kerosene
heater. LB White makes a full line of tent heaters. These tent heaters are the one to have
when trying to heat a large event tent in some of the worst weather conditions. The LB
heater is set up out side the tent and a small air duct is simply put underneath the flap of
the tent to blow the hot air in. Thermostats are available for most LB White heaters to
better control air temperatures and save on fuel. Their pig and swine heating units are
very popular. Perfect for mounting in a bar or agricultural center, these thermostatically
controlled units will keep farm animals warm on those cold days and nights. Construction
torpedo heaters by LB white blow forced air in the direction where it is needed. Available
in propane or natural gas, these heaters are portable and easy to use and maintain.

Leica Geosystems Laser Distance Meters
The Leica Geosystems Laser distance meters have close to 200 years of pioneering
solutions to measure the world. Leica Geosystems products and services are trusted by
professionals worldwide to help them capture and present distance information. Leica
Geosystems is best known for its broad array of distance meters that capture accurately,
model quickly, analyze easily, and visualize and present spatial information even in 3D.
Those who use Leica products every day trust them for their accuracy and dependability,
the value they deliver, and the excellent customer support. Leica Geosystems is a global
company located in more than 120 countries around the world.

Lynx Stanley Hydraulic Diamond Chain Saws and Cut off Saws
The full line of Lynx Stanley Hydraulic contractor tools are marketed specifically to the
contractor with an innovative method of operating hydraulic tools from most mobile
hydraulic equipment available on the job site. Lynx Stanley Contractor Tools increase job
versatility and production, offer the most efficient power to weight ratio of any power
tool, and help lower operating costs. Lynx Stanley Tools are a business unit of The
Hydraulic Tools Product group of The Stanley Works.
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Man-U-Fab Inc Mixers for Concrete, Mortar, Cement and More
Man-U-Fab Inc is a maker of specialty portable mixers for contractor use on materials
such as concrete, mortar grout, plasters, epoxies and more. Available with different drum
styles and mixing paddles the Man-U-Fab line of mixers is one you can count on.

Max USA Rebar Tier for Rebar Tying
Max USA is a company that designs and manufactures rebar tying tools and equipment
for the construction industry. Easy to use, a Max rebar tier is a MUST HAVE on your
next concrete job site. There are now 3 models available to choose from.

M & B MAG Concrete Buckets in Steel or Aluminum
M&B MAG is a manufacturer of high quality aluminum and steel concrete buckets. At M
& B MAG they are dedicated to developing and manufacturing products that help
increase efficiency and improve safety. They enjoy the challenge of building to your
specifications to achieve these ends. Ease of handling is a priority for them, with many of
our products being made of lightweight aluminum or magnesium. After 30 years, M & B
continues to improve their design and engineering systems taking pride in bringing you
high quality at a reasonable cost. They manufacture to the highest applicable industry
standards and are qualified to the Department of National Defense inspection standards
and our cementation mineshaft buckets are manufactured to all Labor standards.

MBW Concrete Mixers, Mortar Mixers, Concrete Screeds and Plate
Compactors
The MBW construction equipment company is based out of Wisconsin and began
operations over 35 years ago with its introduction of low maintenance vibratory plate
compactors. Today the MBW's product line encompasses a full line of soil compaction
products, equipment for concrete finishing, screeding, and slipforming of concrete. All
MBW products have been designed and manufactured with one mission in mind, to bring
new technology to the industry while providing outstanding product quality and attention
to customer service.
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Metal Forms Corporation Plastic and Steel Concrete Forms
Metal Forms Corporation was founded in 1909 as a company specializing in producing
quality plastic and steel concrete forms for the concrete construction industry. As a
family-owned business, the Metal Forms Corporation knows what it takes to be a true
partner. From custom designs for your toughest jobs to the best delivery in the business,
MFC is with you before, during and after every sale. Today, Metal Forms has expanded
into four divisions providing a wide variety of products for the construction industry like
concrete screeds, plastic flexible forms and steel forms.

Miller Spreader Concrete Curbing Machines and Buggys
Miller Spreader offers a full line of both concrete curbing machines and concrete buggies
to choose from. Made in the USA, the Miller line of concrete curbing machines for both
landscaping and commercial is second to none! These machines are easy to maintain and
set up and even come with a 6 year warranty.

MK Diamond Products Saws, Core Drills, Diamond Blades &
Grinders
MK Diamond Products is a saw and diamond blade manufacturer based in the US out of
Torrance California. This maker of tile saws, concrete saw, core drills, floor grinders and
diamond blades is one of the largest in the construction industry. MK Diamond is a
widely known name throughout the world with a very large product selection to choose
from. A MK tile saw is perfect for the home owner or contractor as well. The design tile
saws that are easy to transport or that can handle very large format stones up to 10ft in
length. MK Diamond's selection of diamond core drill rigs and handheld models is
second to none. They manufacture every possible diamond blade or core bit that you
could think of. Concrete floor grinders are another MK tool that you will find here.
Mounted with a flat 10 inch diamond disc these floor grinders will smooth concrete or
remove surface coatings like epoxy or paint very easily. They also specialize in polishing
pads and buffing wheels for both wet and dry angle grinders. MK Diamond Products
concrete saws have a rugged frame design and most of their saws include a general
purpose cutting blade with it.
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MMD Equipment Plate Compactors, Rammer Tampers and Yanmar
Excavators
MMD Equipment has supplied only the highest quality construction and material
handling equipment to the North American market for over 30 years now. Once solely a
distributor of forklift trucks, MMD Equipment has grown into a comprehensive global
supplier of construction and industrial machinery like plate compactors, rammer tampers
and excavators. Backed by enthusiastic and highly capable customer support people,
MMD Equipment products feature leading-edge technology, excellent reliability, and
tremendous overall value.

Moblo Do It Alone Concrete Forming Stakes
With the all new Do It Alone plastic concrete Stake System from Moblo Enterprises you
get accurate results on your next concrete forming application faster than ever before.
The stake is designed with a bright visible color which is made from high impact ABS
resin making it virtually un-breakable when used correctly. They are easy to use requiring
only one individual during installation which will cut labor costs, and it is inexpensive
and re-usable. When you use the Do It Alone concrete Stake System in your next
concrete forming or screeding application you will see more accurate results, cost savings
and a quality concrete stake that can be used time and time again!

Morrison Concrete Truss Screeds, Georgia Buggy, Diaphragm
Sprayers
Morrison construction tool’s is best known for the designs of Concrete buggies,
diaphragm power sprayers and even their concrete screeds. Morrison makes one of the
best concrete truss screeds available on the market today. Available in most any size,
even up to 80 feet in length, you are sure to fine the right model for your job. The
Morrison line of truss screed’s for concrete are easy to set up and use.

Moss Tool Hydraulic Rebar Benders
The Moss Tool Company is the makers of the only hydraulically powered rebar bender
for volume high speed bending.

Motorola Two Way Radios for Construction
You can find a full selection of Motorola two-way radios here and accessories. These
radios are the best in the industry and Motorola two way radios are like no other on the
market.
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MRO Solutions Antisieze, Thread Lock, Pipe Sealant
MRO Solutions is a family owned company with over 70 years experience in the MRO
Chemical Industry. We bring this experience to you. Our line features products made in
America. Provide solutions to the MRO Industry through quality products offered with
competitive prices and flexible programs. Preserve in the industry the small company
philosophy and values of listening to customers and building long term partnerships.

MTL Grout Bags
MTL Grout bags are made from the finest materials. Completely reusable, the MTL grout
bag line of tools is the one to have on your next job site.

Mud Buddy Curb Weasel concrete landscape curbing machine
The Mud Buddy Curb Weasel concrete landscape curbing machines is one of the easiest
models to use in the curbing industry. Made of an all steel construction and a powered
coated finish, the Curb Weasel curb machine comes complete with a 2 year parts and
labor warranty.

Muller concrete mixer and mortar mixers
Muller concrete mixer and mortar mixers are true designs of years and years of quality
machine manufacturing. Based out of South Carolina, the Muller mortar mixer company
is still one of the best in the industry for over 30 years now.

Multivibe Portable Concrete Screed and Concrete Vibrator
The Multivibe Corporation now offers the Multivibe concrete portable screed. Their
selection of screeding tools is unlike any other on the market. Multivibe actually has one
model of concrete screed that acts either a concrete float screed or a concrete vibrator.
With these new features it is like buying 2 machines in one. Multivibe has been in the
concrete vibrator industry for quite a while with a full selection of heads and flexible
shafts.
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NATTCO Tile Saws and Tile Cutters
North American Tile Tool Company is a tile saw and tile cutter manufacture based in the
US out of Florence Kentucky. NATTCO offers a full line of ceramic tile tools for both
professionals and home users. This maker of tile saws and tile cutters is widely known
name through out North America. NATTCO products are perfect for the home owner or
the professional contractor who needs at times a tile cutter light weight and easy to
transport. This is better for smaller jobs because there is no noise and less clean up to be
done. They also specialize in professional tile saws with cutting capacities ranging from
13 inches to 24 inches size tiles. Most the tile saws include a stand, water pump and a
ceramic blade. The larger version includes new laser site beam to see your cutting line
even through slurry. NATTCO warrantees there products to the original retail purchaser
for a period of one year from the date of purchase. All products covered by this warranty
are to be free of defects in materials and workmanship. All NATTCO products are easy
to use and easy to maintain.

Ned Kut concrete saws and diamond blades
Ned Kut concrete saws and diamond blades are well known throughout the construction
industry. Quality made in the USA, the Ned Kut line of saws and tools in a brand you can
trust.

Northrock Concrete Vibrators, Ceiling Grinders and Rebar Rockers
Northrock Industries manufactures concrete vibrators, ceiling grinders, fish scalers and
rebar rockers for the construction industry. Based out of New York State, they make the
finest quality concrete vibrators available on the market. North Rock ceiling grinders are
sure to give you years of trouble free use.

NorthStar Traffic Technologies message boards & Arrow Boards
NorthStar Traffic Technologies is the manufacturer of top of the line and feature packed
arrow boards and message boards for the highway safety industry. Made with heavy duty
materials, these machines are easy to set up and a must have on all road work jobs.
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Nova Saws for Cutting Block and Brick Pavers
Nova block saws are very strong, but affordable saws for cutting block and brick pavers.
Built with the contractor in mind, the Nova line of saws is a great choice for your next
purchase.

Oztec Concrete Vibrator Ceiling Grinder Flexible Shaft Grinders
The Oztec Industries concrete vibrator and flexible shaft grinder company began building
its reputation as a manufacturer of quality construction equipment with the introduction
of their first Terrazzo Grinder. Oztec quickly responded to industry needs for a powerful,
rugged machine, the Diamond Terrazzo Grinder was developed and patented by Oztec
Industries. Oztec Industries began designing and manufacturing quality concrete vibrators
to meet the needs of the concrete construction industry. Immediately, the power, quality
and reliability of Oztec concrete and cement vibrating equipment gained it a reputation as
one of the best on the market.

Paragon Products Rebar Caps and Chairs
Paragon Products manufacturers some of the finest rebar accessories in the industry.
Specializing in rebar safety caps and rebar chairs; Paragon is the name to think of for
your next rebar project.

Partner Cut Off Saws, Diamond Chainsaws, Ring Saws and Demo
Saws
Partner USA is the king of concrete cut off saws. There are known throughout the world
as the leader in demo saw design and engineering. In 1958 Partner introduced the world's
first power concrete cutter. Since then they have developed and improved their product
line in a way that is quite unique in the construction industry. Together with Diamant
Boart, the market leader in the stone saw industry, Dimas and Partner form Electrolux
Construction Products. Partner has a factory which specializes in the manufacture and
design of concrete cut off demo saws. Through ongoing technical development and by
constantly creating new and better solutions to more cutting needs, they have retained a
strong market position, gaining more and more valuable experience in the process.
Partner's close collaboration with Dimas has taught them which diamond blade types are
the most suitable for the various cutting applications. Together they are able to offer
innovative and effective cutting machines of high performance.
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Pearl Abrasives Tile Wet Saws and Diamond Blades
The Pearl Abrasives manufacturing company is known world wide for their tile saws and
diamond blades. Based out of California, the Pearl Abrasives saw company has invented
low weight professional tile saws that come with a patented telescopic sliding table for
even greater portability.

Perles Portable Hand Mixers for Paint, Grout, Mortar and Cement
Perles handheld portable mixers are some of the finest on the market. Designed with the
contractor in mind, Perles offers a large selection of mixing paddles to choose from for
mixing all kinds of materials such as paint, mortar, plaster, grout, epoxies and more!
Many different models are available in different motor strengths.

Perry Manufacturing Drywall Carts and Scaffolding Products
The Perry Scaffolding Company was founded in 1966 by an acoustical contractor who
had a better idea for a mobile interior scaffold. They currently employ approximately 100
dedicated people in three manufacturing plants located in Indianapolis and Indiana.
Starting with the original Perry Scaffold in the 1960's, interior contractors have made the
Perry Scaffolding brand name synonymous with quality and reliability. The original
scaffold was followed in 1970 with an innovative new mini-scaffold, the Perry Step-Up
Mobile Workstand. Perry Manufacturing, Inc. launched another new product line in
1980, the Perry Drywall Carts. These rugged four-wheel carts are designed specifically to
transport construction materials such as drywall board, Sheetrock, plywood, doors and
windows jobsites.

PLS Pacific Laser Systems Laser levels and Distance Meters
PLS Pacific Laser Systems laser levels are designed and built by contractors for
contractors. PLS tools were developed out of need by contractors with over 50 years of
experience in commercial and residential interior layout. The PLS Laser founders were
contractors before becoming manufacturers of the finest point to point and layout tools in
the world. All PLS tools are designed and manufactured under the highest quality control
guidelines at their factory in California.

ProLine Porcelain Tile Drill Bits
With the all new Proline porcelain tile drill bits there will be no more wasted time trying
to drill holes in porcelain tiles. The new Proline PTC drill bit is the right solution for your
next tile job. It will drill through porcelain tiles as well as a wide range of other hard to
penetrate materials like granite and even glass. The PTC drill bits are available in two
size ranges for securing fasteners or creating pipe holes. These bits are a must have for
the tile installer!
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Pulse-Bac Dust Recovery Vacuum for Concrete Grinders
Pulsebac dust recovery vacuums on the one to use with your concrete floor grinder or
scarifier. Don't be fooled when purchasing dust collectors for your surface preparation
equipment, a two inch hose can fit them all, but not all are alike. Manufactures of surface
preparation equipment build innovative surfacing equipment but miss the mark when it
comes to dust collection. Truth be told, they most likely don't build that at all, but
purchase their dust collection equipment from a manufacture overseas using old vacuum
technology. The vacuum is an integral part of any dust critical application and if it clogs,
the job stops. Do not endure dust in the air while working, downtime to change or clean
filters, high filter replacement cost, high maintenance cost and lost production time, just
get a Pulse-Bac. Using only vacuum the Pulse-Bac's unique filtration system provides
continuous suction by flushing clear one of three filters every five seconds while you
work. Increase production and keep your job on schedule with Pulse-Bac technology.

QEP Tile Saw and Ceramic Tile Cutter
The Q.E.P. saw company was founded in 1979, is a leading manufacturer of a broad line
of flooring tools like tile saws and tile cutters for the home improvement and professional
installer markets. QEP markets approximately 3,000 products used primarily for surface
preparation and installation of ceramic tile, carpet and vinyl. QEP is always on the cutting
edge of innovation and their brand name can be found on millions of flooring tools sold
worldwide. Q.E.P. was the first to introduce the twin-rail ceramic tile cutter to the United
States, and has pioneered many of today's most popular ceramic tools.

Red Lion Concrete Portable Cement Mixer
The Red Lion brand concrete mixers are rugged and great for home use. Built with a poly
style mixing drum, the Red lion cement mixer is easy to store and set up for your next
home project.

Reef Industries Concrete Curing Blanket
Reef Industries, Inc. has been the expert in manufacturing plastics, films and concrete
blankets for over 45 years. Founded in 1957 and headquartered in Houston, Texas, Reef
Industries operates many product divisions including Armorlon which is a high strength
concrete curing blanket for construction use. Each of their products is well known for
providing the highest quality products and service for wide-ranging applications around
the world.
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Revees Roofing Equipment Tar Kettles, Power Brooms, Roof
Spudding Machines, Roofing Cutter Saws, Pots & Mops
Reeves Roofing Equipment is your one stop manufacturer for all your roofing equipment
needs. Reeves manufactures a full line of tar kettles, power brooms, roof spudding
machines, roofing cutter saws, pots, mops and so much more! Based out of Texas,
Reeves Roofing is the name to know and trust in the roofing industry.

RGC Concrete Saws, Breakers, Drills, Post Pullers & impact
Wrenches
For over 50 years, RGC (Reimann and Georger Corp.) has been manufacturing high
quality construction products. Beginning with platform and swing hoists, RGC has
continued to introduce revolutionary products which now include a full line of hydraulic
tools. RGC is one of the largest manufacturers of hydraulic tools and power units used in
the construction industry in the world today. Innovative hydraulic tools such as the C-150
concrete diamond chain saw are powered by RGC's own portable HydraPak power units.
RGC circular and chain saws are unmatched in versatility and ease of operation for
sawing through concrete, reinforced concrete, masonry, other aggregates, stone, block
and pipe. A complete line of saws, breakers, drills, post pullers and impact wrenches
makes RGC the tools of choice.

Rome Electric Hydraulic Rebar Cutters and Equipment
Rome Manufacturing is a maker of high strength, but low cost electric rebar cutters. Built
to last, these electrical powered cutters for rebar are easy to count on for your next rebar
job.

RPB Propane Conversion Kits for Honda Motors
RPB Engines is the manufacturer of an easy to install propane conversion kit for single
cylinder Honda brand engines ranging in the 5 to 20 horsepower size. This propane
conversion kit is perfect for converting machines like concrete grinders, power trowels,
buggies and saws to be used in more areas where emissions are an issue.

Rubi Manual Ceramic Tile Cutters
Rubi Tile Cutters are some of the best made in the industry. Perfect for home use or even
tile installers, a Rubi brand manual ceramic tile cutter is the one to have on your next job
site!
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SawMaster Tile Saws, Diamond Blades and Paver Block Saws
SawMaster Diamond Tools is your complete manufacturer of quality diamond tools, tile
saws and block paver saws. Saw Master provides every way for the masonry industry
professional to get the job done right. Their comprehensive line of tile, stone and
masonry saws in addition to their large selection of diamond blades serve to achieve this
end. SawMaster feels that it is their responsibility to not only look out for the customers,
but also look out for their investments. Their products are manufactured with exacting
standards and are guaranteed to work at the highest levels. This is SawMaster's
commitment to customer service and excellence.

Schonstedt Instrument Pipe Cable Magnetic Locator Detectors
The Schonstedt Instrument Company provides tools for the detection and location of
objects and phenomena below the surface of the ground or in water. At Schonstedt they
design, manufacture, market and service instrumentation for surveyors, Utilities,
Construction, Excavation, and Exploration. Their products are sold all over the world
from their warehouse in West Virginia, and through a nation wide network of dealers and
manufacturers representatives. They specialize in instruments to locate iron, steel, pipes
and cables linear underground conductors.

Sinclair Equipment Tile Stripper Floor Covering Remover Tools
Founded in 1987, the Sinclair Equipment Company is a leader in the Heat Sealing and
Tile Stripper market for Industrial Fabrics and Flooring industries. Included in their line
of products, they offer a full range of Flooring Tools and Equipment that include Floor
Removal, Welding and Grooving Equipment and Laminate Tools. Sinclair Equipment
has been developing quality tools and equipment for these markets with high quality and
a service centered approach to doing business.

Speed Screed Gas Portable Concrete Screeds
The Speed Screed is a divisional product of the Metal Forms Corporation. Packed with
power, these gas powered portable screeds work great on concrete and can make any job
easier. Built with the toughest materials and a Honda 4 stroke motor, the Speed Screed
concrete screeding tool is the one to have at your next job site.
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Stone Construction Equipment Saws, Mixers and Compactors
Stone Construction Equipment is a leading manufacturer of construction compaction
tools and equipment. They manufacture light construction equipment with well over 350
products all designed for worldwide distribution which include concrete and mortar
mixers, power trowels, concrete and masonry saws and asphalt compactors. The Stone
Equipment company was founded in 1967 and is located in New York State. The
company is market driven with an intense customer focus. Stone Construction Equipment
introduces an all new line of forward vibratory plate compactors, the Stone Silver Fox
series of Forward Plates. This new line consists of eight models including a plate
designed specifically for optimum performance on asphalt.

SubSurface Instruments Magnetic Underground Pipe and Cable
Locator Equipment Detectors
The group at SubSurface Instruments is an experienced team with vast experience
designing, manufacturing, and repairing magnetic locators, pipe and cable locators and
water leak detectors. Because of Sub Surface Instruments extensive background and work
history, they provide the best warranty and product support in the magnetic pipe detector
industry. SubSurface Instruments manufactures underground and underwater magnetic
pipe and cable detector equipment plus magnetic field measuring and reporting tools used
on land as well as in offshore areas to depths of over 5000 feet.

Superior Trowels Concrete Power Trowel
The Superior Power Trowel company has been bringing quality trowels to people like
you for over 30 years. They never leave a customer unsatisfied. Made from the finest
materials, the Superior line of concrete trowels is not the cheapest, but they are the BEST.
If there is anyone that says ‘TheyDon’t Make Them like They Used To’, well Superior
does. Built on years of experience, these concrete trowels are the ones to have on your
next job site.
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Target Saw, Tile Saw, Wet Saw, Core Drill and Concrete Saw
Target equipment is the world's leading manufacturer of cutting tools to the masonry,
concrete, asphalt and tile industries. Target products are sold and rented through top
distributors located in the U.S. and Canada. Target saws provides quality products such
as diamond blades, concrete saws, cut off saws, tile wet saws, masonry saws, diamond
core bits and core drill rigs. Target tile saw is known as the innovative leader in product
development and technology, with introductions such as walk-behind concrete saws and
cut-off saws in the 1950's. Target concrete saws now have over 100 patents bearing its
name and have received various awards throughout the years from construction
associations and contractor publications. Target diamond blades have been in business
since 1952 and is owned and operated by Electrolux Construction Products of North
America, with sales and manufacturing facilities internationally. Target concrete
equipment is the name most contractors ask for. Target makes a full line of concrete saw
and tile saws. Their PRO series walk behind concrete saws has some of the most
innovated features on a concrete saw on the market. You can be sure when you buy
Target that you are buying quality.

Taylor Tools Floor Covering Removers & Tile Strippers
Taylor Tools is a manufacturer of quality floor covering removers as well as many other
flooring tools and equipment. Best known for their tile strippers, Taylor tools offers one
of the strongest machines available with the best warranty in the industry. These floor
strippers are perfect for removing materials such as ceramic tile, VCT, carpet and more.

Telpro Inc. Drywall Lifts, Carts, Lifters and Wallboard Panel Lift
Installing sheetrock drywall can be back breaking work, requiring two or more people
just to hold a panel in place. Not with drywall lifts from Telpro Inc! They make installing
wallboard a one man job. Telpro's line of drywall lifters and accessories has all you need
for a professional looking job each time. Whether you are a do it yourselfer or a
professional installer, wallboard lifts and accessories from Telpro take your productivity
to new heights. Telpro Inc. has been privately owned since 1972. This allows Telpro Inc.
to take a long term customer oriented approach to their quality of tool production. They
are very conscientious about the way their products are built and the way they work with
their customers.
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Tolman Tool Manual Rebar Cutter & Rebar Benders
The Tolman Tool Manufacturing Company is a family owned and operated business
located in Southern California. Incorporated in 1985, they actually began the
manufacturing of rebar cutting and bending tools in 1983. This tool utilized an open, toploading rebar design to improve the speed and ease of rebar cutting. It became apparent
that the concrete construction industry soon would follow in that direction and so Tolman
Tool went back to the engineering room and soon produced their very own design of top
loading manual cutter benders called the Open Cutter Bender.

Toolgal Diamond Chainsaw Chains and Ring Saw Blades
Toolgal is a manufacturer of quality diamond chainsaw chains and ring saw blades.
Based out of New York, Toolgal is the one to think of for all you diamond chain saw
chains and ring saw blades.

Trelawny Novatek Grinders, Scalers, Chisels, Vacuums and
Scarifiers
Trelawny is a division of the Novatek Company. Based out of Pennsylvania, Trelawny is
the name to know when it comes to concrete grinding, chisel Scalers, tile removal,
scaling applications, dust recovery and so much more! Trelawny's line of tools is
available in a variety of power options including electric and pneumatic.

Tygar Manufacturing Concrete Curb Machine for Landscape
Curbing
Tygar Manufacturing is a designer or high quality concrete curbing equipment and lawn
and garden machines sold all over the world. Their system of concrete curbing provides a
great start up business opportunity for individuals, landscape or even concrete
contractors. Tygar’s curb machines are the leader in the landscape curb industry. Their
colored concrete curb and stamped concrete designs will add curb appeal to any
residential or commercial property. Cement landscape edging and borders are one of the
fastest growing areas of the landscaping industry. Tygar Manufacturing is here to help
you achieve business success.

U Cart of America Batch Plant and Water Trailers
U Cart of America makes a full line of concrete batch plant machines, concrete mix
transporters and water trailers. As a leader in the batch plant industry, UCart is the one to
know for all your short run concrete batching systems. Their line of water trailers is great
for dust suppression and even portable drinking water.
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U-Tier Rebar Tiers and Rebar Cutters
The U-Tier brand of rebar equipment is an up and coming company that has amazingly
engineered rebar tools with great features at a great price. U-Tier is the maker of the rebar
tier. A rebar tier is a tool that has to jaws that straddle to steel bars and close once the
trigger is pulled. The rebar tier then proceeds to loop a wire around the bars multiple
times then twisting the top off until the wire wrap is cut and the jaws release. This all
happens in only 3 - 4 seconds. A rebar tying machine is safe and easy to use. A rebar tier
can easily pay for itself in 1 - 2 jobs cause of all the time savings. We carry a full line or
rebar tie wire for your machine. Rebar tie wire can be bought in standard or specialty
styles like PVC. U-tier comes in two versions, the gun style HUT model which is good
for walls and ties above your waist line, while the VUT series is the rebar tying tool to
have when tying rebar on floors, radiant heating lines or deck work. Click on the links
below to view our full line of U-Tier rebar tying tools.

Wacker Corporation Group Equipment
Wacker Group Corporation is the leader in compaction plates and equipment. They
feature a full line of concrete breakers, vibratory rollers, and concrete saws. Wacker is a
name you know and trust for all your compaction equipment needs.

Weber Tampers, Plate Compactors, Jumping Jacks
The Weber MT plate compactor company has its own R & D center with a design
department at its headquarters in Europe and they have added a new testing facility to do
usual tests required on new products, but also the special measurements for noise levels
and acceleration based on the latest technical information available on the market. This
means that each Weber MT compactor product is subjected to extensive testing before it
is ever released for series production. In order to guarantee consistently high quality all
Weber MT soil compactor machines are well-developed, down to the smallest detail and
produced by using ultra-modern production facilities; they are easy to use and each plate
compactor features a long service life under tough everyday on-site conditions, in short
they are cost-effective. Weber MT was founded in 1952 and is a company with
worldwide business relations, with established branches and sales offices in Europe, the
USA, South and Central America as well as Canada.
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WetTent
With the all new WetTent tile saw enclosure system you will never again worry about
ruining any walls or floors, while using your tile saw. The WetTent will eliminate all
overspray caused by your Wet Saw. Once you setup your Tile Saw inside The WetTent
you can feel confident that the surrounding area will not be ruined by overspray. You can
leave The WetTent setup for as many days as the job requires. The enclosure is made
from high quality plastic and aluminum. No more walking back and forth between your
Tile Wet Saw and your installation area. Setup your Wet Saw indoors, and feel confident
that you will not make a mess.

ZD Tools
ZD Tools are a manufacture of high quality and low cost concrete saws for high
production contractor use. Easy to set up and maintain, ZD tools are a brand name you
can know and trust.

PLUS Many More

Heavy Construction Equipment
New, Used, Parts, Accessories
Available – All Manufacturers
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